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About the Course
The principles of sound reservoir management are presented with emphasis on practical applications. Actual
case histories are used to study both successes and failures. An interdisciplinary synergistic approach to
efficient reservoir management is detailed with the goal of optimized profitability. The significance of each
component and the importance of timing and cost/benefit analysis are emphasized. Reservoir management
models for optimum field development and field operating plans are analyzed. The interdisciplinary reservoir
management approach shows how each technology or function contributes to the plan and how checks and
balances are developed.
This course covers conventional reservoirs.
"I thoroughly enjoyed the entire course." - Exploitation Engineer, Canada
"Liked integration of all data for reservoir management." - Ag. Principal Geologist/Reservoir, Uganda

Target Audience
Reservoir, production, and operations engineers, geologists, geophysicists, managers, experienced
technicians, and service company personnel responsible for improving the performance of petroleum
reservoirs.

You Will Learn
Participants will learn how to:
Apply the principles of sound reservoir management
Use the interdisciplinary synergistic approach to efficient reservoir management
Include each reservoir management component and the importance of timing and cost/benefit analysis
Develop checks and balances

Course Content
Definition of reservoir management: an integrated, interdisciplinary team effort
Goal setting, planning, implementing, monitoring, and evaluating reservoir performance
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Field development and field operating plans to optimize profitability
Efficient monitoring of reservoir performance
Minimizing drilling of unnecessary wells
Wellbore and surface systems
Well testing and automated production systems
Economic impact of operating plans
Identifying and acquiring critical data, data acquisition, and analysis
Maximizing economic recovery and minimizing capital investment, risk, and operating expenses
Timing of field implementation of reservoir management plan
Case histories and analysis
Importance of reservoir characterization and drilling and operating plans
Primary recovery, pressure maintenance, and secondary and tertiary recovery
Responsibilities for team members

Product Details
Categories: Upstream
Disciplines: Reservoir Engineering
Levels: Intermediate
Product Type: Course
Formats Available: In-Classroom
Instructors: MHA A Sproule Company

Stanley Kleinsteiber

PetroSkills Specialist
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